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Literature Analysis 

Introduction 

Narrative structure and dramatic form play an important role in modern drama. William 

Shakespeare’s contribution to the development of drama as a genre of literature and dramatic art 

as such is unequaled. William Shakespeare has artistically reconsidered the purpose of dramatic 

writing and theater in general. Particularly, William Shakespeare is considered to be one of the 

first playwrights who advocated for arts’ and artists’ topicality. In other words, it is believed that 

William Shakespeare was one of the first dramatists and thinkers who reckoned that an artist 

should be responsive to the challenges of the day. At the same time, William Shakespeare tended 

to pay close attention to his characters’ inner thoughts, their passions, their motives, and their 

nature as such. Hence, one can list psychological logic among the distinctive features of William 

Shakespeare life’s work. Hamlet, on the other hand, testified Shakespeare’s inclination to 

experiment with the plane of form. In the following paper I am intended to analyze Prince 

Hamlet’s monologue from the first scene of the third act of the play as in my opinion, this 

particular soliloquy makes the greatest contribution to externalizing the inner thoughts of 

Hamlet’s. But most importantly, I assume this monologue helps the audience to understand the 

protagonist at first place. 

Part I: Examination of Dramatic Form, Native, and Soliloquy in Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet and Modern Drama 

Building on the text of the aforementioned monologue as a whole, some important 

observations can be made. Hamlet’s soliloquy in Act III, Scene I of the play represents a point at 

which Hamlet’s hesitation reaches its peak. Its lines testify that the young prince is determined to 

act. Basically, for Hamlet as the main character of the piece, this monologue in particular is the 
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point of no return. As far as Hamlet’s characterization as the protagonist of the work of art under 

analysis is concerned, it is important to admit the following. Hamlet is indecisive. He is 

excessively weighing the risks to make sure his decision is right. At the same time, he is 

deceived and thus, victimized. When Hamlet found out that there had been a plot against his 

father, he started to realize that he was no longer capable of telling the right from wrong. Lastly, 

Hamlet can be regarded as a Renaissance man for his ideals correspond to the principles of 

humanism. On the other hand, he belongs in the world of the Middle Ages as all who he loved 

had stayed there forever. Hamlet’s and Horatio’s conception of the world have become the first 

portents of Renaissance. Hamlet’s connection to his own surroundings, the place where he grew 

up, and the state turned out to be stronger than that, that of Horatio’s. Evidently, Hamlet is a 

progressive person. There are traits in Hamlet’s character that circumstantially lead to a string of 

calamitous events and his death as such. 

Hamlet is hesitating because he knows how important all life is. At the same time, 

Hamlet is reluctant to accept the fact that to complete his own mission and to take his revenge, 

Hamlet has to become a killer. Hamlet’s monologue in the first scene of the play’s third act 

proves that the prince is desperate. Hamlet’s despair is deep and resembles a vicious circle he is 

incapable of breaking. All things considered, Hamlet’s, perhaps, most serious flaw is the 

weakness of will. On the other hand, the soliloquy being analyzed shows that strong intuition is 

one of Hamlet’s inherent qualities. Faith, religious superstitions, and belief in supernatural forces 

were characteristic of the Medieval Age. In this regard, Hamlet can be viewed as a person 

representing and epoch to which he was born. 

Building on the text of soliloquy, one can make the conclusions as follows. The 

monologue can be viewed as the main character’s act of confiding in the audience and himself. 
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But more importantly, the monologue gives insight into what Hamlet is determined to do next. 

Perhaps, most especially, the soliloquy is tuning a reader and prepares the audience to what the 

tragedy’s finale may be like. To sleep, according to Prince Hamlet, means to die literally which 

can be interpreted as a reference to committing a suicide. Much more likely, to sleep, in 

Hamlet’s case, means to conform, to accept the fact that he is surrounded by traitors and that the 

old world he once has been accustomed to lie in is based on a plot. Hamlet no longer believes in 

fortune. Furthermore, doing otherwise, according to Prince, is literally an outrage. After all 

hesitations and emotional turmoil he has been through, Hamlet decides to take his revenge. 

Hamlet is certain of the fact that his father’s death was a murder, that his own uncle committed it 

and that his own uncle is now plotting against him. 

Lastly, there is another function the soliloquy under consideration performs in the play. 

Hamlet’s monologue is woven into the canvas of the play itself. The monologue functions as a 

mediator in the sense that on the one hand, it serves to externalize Hamlet’s thoughts. On the 

other hand, the soliloquy conveys the message of the whole work. Author’s message in Hamlet 

can be interpreted as follows. Dignity, honor, duty, knowledge, harmony, peace, and virtuous life 

are the principles William Shakespeare advocates in the piece. They constitute something one 

should respect and strive for in his life. 

Such phrases and words as “To dye to sleepe”, “To sleepe, perchance to Dreame”, 

“outragious Fortune”, “sin”, “Sea of Troubles” technically represent the character’s emotional 

state at their best. These examples make the statements made in the previous paragraphs 

justifiable. 

Part II: Composing a Soliloquy for another Character of the Play 
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Taking all the aforementioned facts into account, once can with utter surety assume that 

Gertrude is, perhaps, the most interesting of all characters of the play to explore in terms of 

soliloquy’s ability to externalize the inner thoughts of characters themselves. In other words, 

throughout the play, Gertrude remains one of the most mysterious characters. Thus, her nature is 

interesting to explore. Assuming William Shakespeare paid closer attention to Gertrude, she may 

have earned herself a monologue illustrating the depth of her and the depth of her emotional 

upheaval. 

Victims are we all. Oh, Hamlet, my dear son, I beg of your forgiveness. I denied you.  

Although I knew what your uncle had been up to, I did not stop him.  

I am so scared. There was nothing left for me, but to become a malefactor. 

And dare not ask you to accept me or understand me. Nothing can extenuate  

my wrong-doing. 

I wish I treasured loyalty as much as you do, as much as I treasured you. I also whish that 

my own life meant much more less to me.  

You think that life is a well, a deep and inexhaustible well. But it is cold. 

It is so sad, indeed, the waters of history will wipe us all, the winds will blow us. 

You may not sense, but it already tears us apart. T’is not your uncle’s treachery, 

But something that makes our own past haunt us.   

The world is changed. I wish there would be more place for us. 

My son, for not to harm you and not to betray you even more, 

I’ll be silent. I know how much it hurts.  

Our penances and requitals will find us all. 

God, bless you, Hamlet. May the light guide you. 
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Be brave and do what feels most right. 

The choice of Gertrude as an object of exploration is dictated by the fact that not much 

attention is given to her in the play. Attempting to speak on Gertrude’s behalf, I simply wanted 

to shed some light on her. As a reader, I sympathized with Gertrude. On the other hand, for a 

very long time I could not make out what her function is, what and how she feels. I assume the 

monologue might have been included in the final, fifth, act of the play. 

Part III: Writing My Own Solilquy 

Considering my own experiences and my own past, my personal narrative would be as 

follows. 

Time to say our last “good bye”. I am off. Off to where my dreams will come true. 

It hurts so bad to leave you all. Knowledge is my key to being happy. I hope 

You will understand in time. I beg, you do not judge me. For me, 

It was a difficult decision to make. I wish I could be happy with what I have. 

I chose to flee. Perhaps, someday I will return and see you happy. 

But now, I need a rest. I long to learn new places and new people. 

Thank you, my friends, for being there for me. For being in my life. 

It is the greatest treasure of my life. So be it, ‘till the bitter end. 

Farewell. Let us what dreams make come, and see each other there. 

The theme of my own soliloquy is dictated mainly by own experience and feelings. 

Giving up living in my own comfort zone and starting a life away from home was not an easy 

decision to make. I decided to start living on my own as I aspired for independence, knowledge, 

and new experiences. It has been a while since I left my home, my family, and friends. I feel 

homesick sometimes. However, I am still full of hopes. I sense new beginnings and it inspires 
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me. At the same time, I am always hoping to get back to remind my dear ones how I still love 

them and how much I miss them. 

Concluding Statements 

By and large, monologue plays an important role in conceptualizing and externalizing 

character’s feelings and inner thoughts. William Shakespeare externalizes the inner thoughts of 

his characters with the help of so1iloquies. Hamlet, in this respect, is a unique play. In that 

particular play, Shakespeare tends to pay very close attention to the characters’ emotions, 

feelings, and inner world in general. William Shakespeare is reputed one of the godfathers of 

modern English drama. Specifically, William Shakespeare is listed among the first playwrights 

who have made an assertion that artist should be responsive towards the challenges of the day. In 

Hamlet, William Shakespeare explored the chain of causality that determined the main principles 

of functioning of societies in the Medieval Age and in the era of Renaissance. Hamlet himself is 

a complex personality. His feeling, motives, and perception of reality are relatable and 

understandable to the contemporaries. For this reason, the play itself remains topical to these 

days. Hamlet’s soliloquy in the first scene of the third act of the play shows the depth of him. At 

the same time, the monologue conveys the central message of the play. 

 Through soliloquies, the communication between the author, the character, and the 

audience takes place. By and large, soliloquy’s effect is largely dramatic. Narrative structure and 

dramatic form play an important role in modern dramatic art. Apart from highlighting character’s 

individuality, soliloquy proves itself to be an essential element of a dramatic narrative. All things 

considered, soliloquy is a unique element of dramatic art in a sense that it helps a work of art to 

transcend its own limits, the limits of form. It also helps to establish a new paradigm of 

relationship between a recipient/the audience, a person that creates a work of art, and persons 
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who introduce the aforementioned parties to one another by rendering and/or reconsidering the 

work of art itself. 

  

  

  


